
Votsh Waves, Light and Sound Show Gadget for Home, Office, Events 
Now On Kickstarter Seeking Funding

Already at 12% Funded On Day 2

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – Contact Frank Cohen, fcohen@votsh.com

SILICON VALLEY, California – Oct. 3, 2014 – Votsh Inc., a product design company founded by Silicon 
Valley veteran Frank Cohen (Norton Antivirus, Sun Community Server, Apple Internet Kit), and inventor 
of the new Waves product successfully launched a Kickstarter campaign. Waves is a calming, automatic, 
and soothing artistic gadget for your home, office, and gift giving. Votsh has 5 provisional patents for the 
new Waves inventions, including a new Internet Of Things (IoT) technology to connect people, interactive 
multimedia artists, and developers around a platform that is a modern take on the Lava Lamp and 
Bluetooth speakers.

Kickstarter URL: http://bit.ly/waveskickstarter

Two days in, Waves has already received $1,200 of its $10,000 goal - 12% of the way there. The money will 
be primarily used to manufacture Waves using established supply chain management companies.

“Our vision behind Waves is to unlock the artistic potential of everyone and share a calming and fun 
desktop light and sound show gadget,” said Frank Cohen, CEO and Founder of Votsh Inc., “With our 
quick success at gaining Kickstarter backers, Waves has obviously touched people wanting to explore their 
creative side and make really cool things.”

Waves is a Bluetooth speaker inside a chic box that sits nicely on your desk or furniture, or mounts to a 
wall as a floating shelf. Diffusion filters sit on top of the beautifully colored and animating lights. Use an 
ordinary pair of scissors to cut the diffusion filters into any shape you like - unleashing your creativity. 
Point-and-click easy Web-based show authoring on your smartphone, tablet, or browser lets you pair light 
and music to the filters. An on-line community is for sharing shows that play on your Waves. The result is 
cool, fun, calming, and a completely unique and meaningful gift.

Waves trailer: https://vimeo.com/107775361

Waves on-line community is for people to share their shows to run on your Waves, sharing shows with 
other community members, and even earning money by selling your shows to other community members.

For Waves photos, video, and a press kit: http://votsh.com/press
Facebook: http://facebook.com/votsh
Twitter: http://twitter.com/fcohen
Pinterest: http://www.pinterest.com/votsh/
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/votsh-inc-
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_38qyrIic8M

About Votsh Inc.
Based in Silicon Valley, California, USA, Frank Cohen founded Votsh in 2014. He assembled a team of 
experts to develop technology that bring passion, excitement and meaning to our lives. The team is based 
in 5 countries (USA, Canada, Costa Rica, Australia, and India.) We are passionate about developing new 
and exciting technology to move the Internet of Things forward. For more information about Votsh Waves,
please visit http://www.votsh.com

Votsh and Waves are trademarks of Votsh Inc., Lava Lamp is not exactly a trademark of Lava Lite LLC®, it
is pretty close and we love Lava Lite.
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